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Sara heard this, the whole person immediately tensed up, off the tongue: “Dad! I ……
should not give Charlie trouble, right?!”
Lenan then spoke: “I think the An family know that Charlie is still alive, should not be a
bad thing, his grandparents are still alive, and in the family, they are also in charge.”
“If they know that Charlie is still alive, they will only be happy, will never have any threat
to Charlie, maybe after they get acquainted with Charlie, can bring more resources and
opportunities to him.”
Saying that, Lenan added: “Back a step, even if the An family has little affection for him,
but after all, there is blood kinship, at most, they will not bother him, they certainly can
not take the initiative to find trouble with Charlie.”
Philip thought about it, sighed with relief, nodded, and said, “That’s true, Charlie’s
apparent threat is the Su family, but the Su family is obviously no longer his rival.”
Lenan asked, “Then you say, if the murderer of Brother Wade and Sister An knew that
Charlie is still alive, would he attack him?”
Philip shook his head, “I don’t think so, if they wanted Charlie’s life, back then in Aurous
Hill, they would have killed Charlie together, after all, even big brother Wade didn’t get
rid of their poisonous hands, if they wanted to kill Charlie, how could he be spared.”
Lenan nodded slightly, aside Sara was slightly relieved, while she touched her heart,
while fearful beyond measure said, “I’m really worried about what trouble this would
bring to Charlie …… After all, I did not discuss this with him in advance about this
matter… …”
Philip smiled faintly and said, “In fact, it’s okay, know that you two’s marriage, is not only
known to the Wade family and the An family.”
“Other Eastcliff big families are also aware, even if you did not say this at the concert,
the Wade family has long known about Charlie’s matter, Su family Zhiyu and her mother
Liona must also know, as for the remaining two or three families, even now know, it is
nothing, not a big deal.”

“Right.” Lenan spoke, “Even if they know that Charlie is still alive, they also know who
Charlie really is, so I think it will have no effect.”
“That’s good.” Sara sighed, “Just now Dad suddenly said a thing, I thought I was in big
trouble ……”
Lenan touched her hand and said with a smile, “You don’t have such a big psychological
burden, this matter is not a good thing.”
The first thing you need to do is to go to the U.S. to visit Natalie when you go on tour. If
she knows about your concert today, she’ll know that we’ve found Charlie, so maybe
she’ll talk to Charlie’s grandmother about it. You may be able to meet with the An
family.”
“Meet with the An family?” Sara asked, “If Charlie knows, will he not be angry with me?”
Lenan seriously said, “So you have to grasp the degree, you go to the United States, can
only take the initiative to visit Natalie, as for the An family to see you, depends on
whether Natalie will convey this information, if she conveyed this matter, then to the An
family it is their initiative to see you, not your initiative to see them.”
Sara asked in confusion, “But what am I going to say when I see the An family ……”
Lenan said, “Naturally, it’s to help connect Charlie with the An family. If he can get help
from the An family, his future development will definitely get a huge boost, so he can
get twice the result with half the effort. This will only be good for him.”
Philip on the side said: “Sara, your mother is right, although Charlie and the An family
share blood, but they have not been in too much contact, plus Charlie’s mother has
died, the An family and he have been estranged for many years.”
“If you want them to re-establish their relationship in the future, the middle really needs
a link, and you, naturally, are the best candidate for that link!”
“And this time Natalie look at the face of the An family, to make you a wedding dress,
this in itself is a very good breakthrough opportunity, you go to the United States this
time, by the way, to visit Natalie, everything will be naturally a waterfall.”

Sara nodded with a sudden realization and said, “Okay Dad, I know.”
……
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At this time, Charlie and his wife Claire had already returned home.
Claire because still not quite able to accept Sara suddenly has to permanently quit the
singing world, while has been holding the phone on the microblog to participate in the
first hot list of new activities, ten million fans joined to request Sara to stay in the
entertainment industry.
While she was busy swiping her phone in support, Charlie came to the courtyard alone
and made a phone call to Philip.
He knew that Philip was leaving Aurous Hill and returning to Eastcliff tonight, but just
now at the concert, he didn’t have much communication with him because his wife was
there and there were too many people, so he hurried to give him a call and wanted to
wish him and Lenan a good trip.
When the call was answered, Philip said smilingly, “Charlie, you’ve arrived home, right?”
Charlie said, “Yes, Uncle, I’ve arrived home. Have you and Auntie left for the airport?”
“Yes.” Philip said smilingly, “We are already on our way, it just so happens that Sara also
has to go back with us tonight, so we are going together as a family of three.”
“Ah?” Charlie was surprised and asked, “Sara is also leaving? She must be so tired after
the concert, why doesn’t she rest for one night before going back?”
Philip laughed: “Your Auntie and I also advised her to do the same, but the child insisted
on going back with us, saying that there is nothing more to do here, so she can go back
and rest properly.”
Charlie’s heart was a little empty, helplessly said, “Well, you tell her, after landing, send
me a WeChat.”

“Sure.” Philip then said, “Charlie, the time is late, you also rest early.”
Charlie was ashamed and said, “Uncle, I’m really sorry, you and Auntie came all the way
here today, I didn’t entertain you properly, and I couldn’t come to the airport to see you
off when you left.”
Philip casually laughed: “It’s okay, we are all family, no need to be so polite, and in less
than a month, you will come to Eastcliff to participate in the ancestral ceremony of the
Wade family, then you will stay at your uncle’s house, and we will have a few good
drinks.”
“Okay.” Charlie agreed without hesitation, going back to attend the ancestral ceremony
was something he had promised his grandfather before, since he had already promised,
it was natural to keep his words.
However, Charlie and the Wade family did not want too much contact, so he originally
did not intend to live in the Wade family.
Otherwise, if he looks down and raises his head, he can see your aunt Cynthia, not only
is she bad, he will also be unhappy.
At that time, if he lives in Philip’s house, it will naturally be much more convenient.
When Philip saw Charlie agree, he said very happily: “Then we have a deal, when you
depart to Eastcliff, tell me in advance!”
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Sara is gone and Charlie can not help but feel a little lonely.
At this time, the courtyard is silent, the weather is still a little cold, looking up at the
moon and stars in the sky, more let him sigh.
He never imagined that Sara’s concert would come to an end in this way, thinking back
to those old photos of the concert, he was filled with emotion and shame deep inside.

Although he has lived a hard life over the years, but in the orphanage, with Leon’s covert
protection, he could actually be considered to be carefree, but the lack of all kinds of
material conditions were a bit more difficult.
But he never thought before, he suffered these years, Sara and her family were sparing
no effort to find his whereabouts.
This love alone, he has been very moved, do not know how to repay, not to mention,
Sara’s so many years to abide by the marriage contract with him, single-mindedly
waiting for him nearly 20 years of deep love.
So, how can he return this love of the three members of the Gu family, has become a
knot in the heart that can not be solved.
Because he simply can not think of any good way.
After all, he has been married for almost four years, never leaves Claire.
In Charlie’s heart sighing and sighing, Claire wrapped in cotton clothes, holding a down
jacket, came out of the villa.
She came to his side, gently put the down jacket on his shoulders, and said, “Honey, why
did you run outside and stand there? It’s quite cold tonight.”
Charlie smiled and said, “It’s a little stuffy inside, I wanted to come out for some fresh
air.”
Claire nodded and said, “Why don’t we stop the floor heating in our house, it’s already
mid-March, there’s no need to keep the heating on.”
Charlie said, “Let’s not turn it off, it’s easy to catch a cold in this season, so it’s much
better to turn on the heating in the house.”
Claire also did not insist, but looked at him and asked with concern: “Honey, why do I
feel as if you have something on your mind? Did you encounter any trouble?”
“No.” Charlie said against his will, “Around Qingming festival, there is a feng shui
reading business to go to Eastcliff, a big family wants me to go over to help look at the

feng shui of the ancestral graves, but it seems to be a bit tricky, I am thinking how to
deal with it.”
The reason why Charlie said this, on the one hand, also do not want to make her think
more, on the other hand, also wants to discuss with her in advance to take a precaution,
to inform her about his own Qingming Festival things, before going to Eastcliff.”
After saying these words, he did not feel complacent because of an excuse to kill two
birds with one stone, on the contrary, he felt a trace of sadness in his heart.
Ever since he had obtained the Nine Mysterious Heavenly Scriptures, the relationship
between him and Claire had been filled with more and more lies.
Although many of these lies were out of good intentions, the nature of the lies could
not be concealed.
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At this moment, when Claire heard that Charlie was preparing to go to Eastcliff to read
feng shui for others again, she did not suspect in her heart, but only asked him, “Honey,
did you take the job of reading feng shui again?”
“Yes.” Charlie said casually, “The money is quite a lot, so there is no reason to refuse.”
Saying that, Charlie was afraid that Claire would repeat the same old tune, so he
immediately added:
“And wife, you should also know that this group of rich people have their own circle, if
you offend the people inside this circle, it is likely to be blocked by this circle, and may
even be targeted by them, so I am also riding a tiger now, it is impossible to cut off all
This area of business.”
Claire originally wanted to repeat the same old story, according to her idea, as long as
her company gradually saw an upturn, Charlie could gradually reduce the business of
feng shui, as far as possible no longer touch this aspect of things.

But now hearing him say so, she put away her set of rhetoric and helplessly said,
“Honey, then you must pay more attention to yourself.”
Charlie smiled faintly and nodded, “Don’t worry wife, I will.”
She smiled gratefully and said, “It’s getting late, hurry up and go back to bed.”
“Okay!”
……
Late at night, when Charlie and Claire were cuddling and sleeping together, a woman
walked out gingerly in the large courtyard of the Song family villa.
It was already 1:30 in the morning, but instead of sleeping, Nanako came to the
courtyard alone, found a dry place, sat cross-legged in the courtyard, and looked up at
the stars.
Sara’s concert was very shocking to her, with many details that she still hasn’t gotten
over.
At the concert, she first saw her idol Sara’s infatuation and bravery, at that moment, she
revered Sara more and more.
After the concert, she repeatedly pondered this matter, there is always an intuition, as if
Sara in the scene of the object of confession, should be their long-time love of Charlie.
However, she could not think of any clear clues to support her intuition.
She had learned about Charlie’s background, but the specific information was not that
detailed, only that Charlie grew up as an orphan, grew up in the Aurous Hill orphanage,
and then joined the Aurous Hill Willson family.”
“This life experience seems very ordinary, and even with a few sympathetic tragic colors.
However, she could not figure out how exactly Charlie grew from a superfluous son-inlaw to the true Dragon Master Wade, who is respected by everyone in Aurous Hill.”

“And even more so, how he could have such a strong strength and even have such a
heavenly miracle medicine as the Rejuvenating Pill.
One is the Willson family son-in-law, the other is the true dragon, these two images,
simply a day and a place, so Nanako at this time is in a quandary, really can not think of
the connection.
Just when she was puzzled, Warnia walked into the courtyard, slowly came to her, and
asked with a smile, “Nanako, why are you still awake so late?”
Nanako looked back at her and smiled, “I couldn’t sleep, how about you, sister?”
Warnia shrugged her shoulders and returned the same smile, “Me too.”
Nanako smiled heartily and sighed, “Sister can’t sleep, it must be because of Charlie!”
Warnia was slightly stunned, then also smiled emotionally, “Hey, it seems that we both
have the same reason for insomnia.”
Nanako nodded and said without any concealment, “I was thinking that the Prince
Charming that Sara confessed her love for at the concert tonight, could it be him.”
Warnia’s eyes widened and she blurted out,
“I thought exactly the same as you! Although there is no evidence and I can’t think of
any kind of possibility, but I have been suspecting this matter too!”
Nanko didn’t expect that Warnia had thought of it the same as her, and hurriedly said,
“Sister, you have been living in Aurous Hill, and have known Charlie earlier, can you tell
me what his past was like?”
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Hearing Nanako’s question, Warnia seriously said, “I actually know very little about
Master Wade’s past, I first met him last year in one of our family’s antique stores, at that

time he was not very famous in Aurous Hill, just a superfluous live-in son-in-law with a
very low family status.”
Speaking of this, she turned her words and spoke, “But he was young, mastered a long
lost antique restoration skill, this really shocked me very much, at that time I thought,
this man must have some unknown story.”
Nanako nodded: “There are many shocking things about Charlie, but what I want to
know most is his childhood!”
“For example, where exactly is he from, how did he become an orphan, was he
abandoned by his parents after birth, or was he born without parents, or did he lose
them at a certain point in time and that’s why he became an orphan.”
Warnia frowned and thought for half a day, shook her head, and said, “These ……
honestly I’m not really sure about.”
Nanako analyzed again: “Warnia sister look, Sara said her childhood friend, was missing
when she was five or six years old, according to her age also considering Charlie’s age
backward, that year he should be seven or eight years old, and Sara is from Eastcliff.”
“So this has a very simple dialectical logic: if he is a native of Aurous Hill, then he was
young when he couldn’t have had any interactions with Sara, so naturally he wasn’t
Sara’s Prince Charming, which proves that our intuition was all wrong.”
“But, by the same logic, if Charlie is not a native of Aurous Hill, then the possibility of
this matter is greatly increased!”
“If he is really Sara’s Prince Charming, then it proves that he should have been a native
of Eastcliff when he was a child, and moreover, the time he came to Aurous Hill should
have been around seven or eight years old.”
Warnia nodded with great agreement and said, “According to this, if he also happened
to enter the orphanage when he was seven or eight years old, then the timeline would
basically match.”
“Right.” Nanako said, “Sister, you have connections in Aurous Hill, can you ask someone
to check the records of the Aurous Hill orphanage?”

Warnia thought about it and said, “Checking the records shouldn’t be a big problem,
but in case Master Wade knows that we are investigating him, will he have any
misunderstanding about us?”
“After all, he also has a wide network of people in Aurous Hill, I’m afraid that if I just find
someone to check on my side, he will know about it on the other side.”
“It is indeed so ……,” Nanako thought about it and busily said, “By the way, didn’t you
make a deal with Charlie’s wife to cooperate with her on some projects?”
“Right.” Warnia nodded: “What’s wrong?”
Nanako said, “Then you just need to find a chance to ask her when you meet her, how
old Charlie was when he entered the orphanage, as long as you ask cleverly, she should
not be suspicious, that way, our suspicion will also be revealed!”
Warnia immediately agreed and said, “Then I’ll ask Mrs. Wade to meet us at the group
tomorrow to have a chat!”
After saying that, Warnia looked at Nanako again somewhat bewildered, and asked her,
“But …… Nanako, what do you think the meaning of us doing this is?”
Nanako seriously said, “The meaning of this matter to me, because I love Charlie
unreservedly and deeply, so I can’t control myself to want to know more about his past,
I also know that this idea is very selfish, but I just can’t control myself ……”
Warnia sighed quietly, murmured: “Who is not like this …… I also want to know, he
repeatedly saved me in crisis, let my soul dreaming of Master Wade, in fact, what is the
person …… “
After saying that, she sounded much firmer and spoke, “Tomorrow I will try to ask for
clues!”
……
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The next day, early morning.

Charlie and Claire got up one after another, washed up, and went downstairs for
breakfast.
According to the process of these days, Charlie after breakfast, drives Claire to work, but
the workplace may be uncertain, maybe to the company, may also be to the
construction site of the Emgrand Group, or to Liona’s old mansion.
However, Claire said excitedly to Charlie after a busy work on the phone during the
meal: “Honey! Miss Warnia of the Song family asked me to go to the Song Group to talk
about project cooperation!”
Charlie did not feel surprised, because Warnia had already expressed this intention very
clearly yesterday.
In his opinion, the reason why Warnia did this was definitely that she wanted to help
Claire start her own business to repay him for his help.
So, he didn’t think much about it and asked her, “Then I’ll send you to Song’s Group
after breakfast later, or should we go somewhere else?”
“To Song’s Group!” Claire said without hesitation,
“Miss Song is now the chairman of Song Group, and she should be able to directly shoot
this aspect of the project cooperation, so I have to hurry up and chat with her to see if
we can land the cooperation as soon as possible.”
Elaine at the side couldn’t help but exclaim: “Claire, you’re going to cooperate with the
Song Group now? Gosh! This is too powerful!”
Claire said, “Mom, I’m just going to talk to Miss Song to see if there’s any possibility of
cooperation.”
Elaine laughed: “If the president of such a big group takes the initiative to invite you to
talk about cooperation, what else do you need to think about? It will definitely be a
success! In this way, your company will go up another level.”
Claire said, “We will only know this after talking with Miss Song.”

Elaine said without hesitation, “Don’t worry, Claire, this will definitely work. Don’t forget,
Charlie has shown the Song family feng shui, and Warnia came to our house personally
to give a gift before! For the sake of Charlie, how will she let you make a trip for
nothing?”
When Elaine’s words came out, Claire’s mood was a bit dark, she knew that Warnia
wanted to cooperate with her because of her husband’s face, even the cooperation of
the Emgrand Group before, it was Doris who gave it to her because of her husband’s
face, which made her heart’s entrepreneurial enthusiasm more or less suffer a blow.
Charlie saw that Claire was not right, smiled and comforted: “Wife, in fact, many
businesses, are relying on others to help match the bridge to get, however, whether the
business can do well and make the other party satisfied, or rely on own strength, I
believe that in this regard, my wife’s ability is the top.”
Claire smiled gratefully and said seriously, “Thank you, husband ……”
After eating, Charlie drove and sent Claire to Song Group.
He, on the other hand, because he had an appointment with Zhiyu and Melba to have a
meeting at the Emgrand Group, drove off alone and went there.
Claire was treated extremely well at Song’s Group.
Just after she mentioned her name to the receptionist, Warnia received the news and
personally came down from her office to greet her, which made Claire a bit flattered.
After inviting Claire to her office, Warnia opened the door and took out the plans of
several construction projects of the Song Group, and said to Claire:
“Mrs. Wade, these are the projects that we are preparing and will start soon, and the
design plans for the civil construction stage have all been released, but the subsequent
decoration design plans are still being tendered.”
“If Mrs. Wade is interested, these projects can be given to your company.”
Claire was shocked speechless because the total investment of these projects that
Warnia brought out even exceeded fifteen billion.

According to the standard of the construction industry, the design cost of the overall
architectural design generally accounts for about 3% of the total project cost, while the
cost of the interior decoration design generally accounts for 1.5% or less of the total
project cost.
If this ratio is followed, the design fee for the interior decoration of these projects alone
is more than 200 million.
If you get the construction also, the profit doubled more than that!
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However, Claire knows very well in her heart that with her current strength and ability, it
is impossible for her to cooperate with the Song Group on projects with a total
investment of tens of billions of dollars in one breath.
The overall strength of her company now is far from the scale of a large design
company, plus she still has the project of the Emgrand Group on hand, so the energy
she can spare is even more limited.
Warnia took out this tens of billions of projects, Claire estimated that she could at most
eat one-fifth of it.
However, even one-fifth. It is also a very large piece of cake.
The design fee alone is almost forty million.
While Claire was excited about this, Warnia, who was opposite her, was thinking. But
how to lead the topic to Charlie, and do not let Claire have any suspicion, ask the
questions that they want to ask.
So, she asked her: “Mrs. Wade, do you think your company can cooperate with Song’s
group in these projects?”
Claire seriously said, “Miss Song. Our company can do all these projects, but I’m just a
little bit unsure, are these projects of yours going to start at the same time?”

Warnia explained, “Basically, all these projects have been prepared and launched one
after another, but for so many projects, the timeline should be stretched to half a year or
even a year for each.”
“So that it will be easier for you to arrange your time and energy reasonably, otherwise,
if all these projects are concentrated in a very intensive period of time, I am afraid that
you will also be affected. Otherwise, if all these projects are concentrated in a very
intensive period of time, I am afraid that you will not be able to cope with it.”
What Claire was originally worried about was that her company did not have enough
manpower and energy to eat so many cooperation projects in one bite, but if, according
to Warnia, these projects would be launched one after another within half a year to one
year, then she would have enough time to line up her troops.
In this way, it may not be impossible to take all these projects or take over a large part
of them.
So, she asked Warnia: “Miss Song. Are you going to take all of these projects to work
with us?”
“Yes.” Warnia said very generously, “As long as you are interested, Mrs. Wade, all the
projects can be given to your company, if you can do it yourself, well and good; if you
can’t do it yourself, then you can completely subcontract it to others, and then you can
earn a price difference from the middle.”
Claire really did not expect that Warnia would be so generous. In the past, for this kind
of project, every B-party company would have to scramble for a share. Just like her
parent’s group in the past.”
“In order to get the 30,000 projects of the Emgrand Group, the whole family had to hold
a mobilization meeting, and all of them still had no hope deep inside.
However, Warnia directly sent such a large share to Claire, which made her a little bit
back to her mind, after all, this is no longer a pie from the sky, this is a diamond from
the sky.
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So. Claire was a little overwhelmed and asked, “Miss Song, this big gift of yours is too
heavy, I …… I am really embarrassed to……”
Warnia laughed: “Mrs. Wade you and I must not be so polite, Master Wade has helped
our family many times and even saved my life, my grandfather and I owe him many
favors. So as long as you feel okay with these projects, Mrs. Wade, I can leave them all
to you.”
Claire was astonished and asked, “Miss Song, you said my husband saved your life? How
come I’ve never heard him mention it before.”
Warnia explained, “It’s like this, when I listened to a con man from Hong Kong, I
accidentally turned my home’s feng shui into a trapped dragon formation, and almost
had a big accident, thanks to Master Wade’s advice I was able to turn the danger into a
success ……”
It was because of her own bad luck, by the fake Hong Kong master’s deception. Then,
she told Claire the story of how the fakeness was detected by Charlie, and finally, how
he helped her to break the Dragon Trap Formation.
Claire listened dumbfounded. She originally thought that her husband’s so-called feng
shui set, more or less had deceptive meaning.
But now, after listening to Warnia’s introduction, she understood. It turns out that
Charlie’s set of things is not just a false head but really has a practical effect.
So, she also couldn’t help but sigh: “Before, I was especially worried that the nature of
my husband’s feng shui reading for others was a kind of a scam, afraid that those
people would come back and look for him again, but now after hearing you say so, I’m
much more relieved.”
Warnia smiled and said very seriously, “There is a big difference between Master Wade
and those charlatans, he has real talent, and that is why everyone holds him in high
esteem.”

Speaking of this, Warnia’s eyes flashed with a hint of essence and said with a smile, “By
the way, Mrs. Wade. I’ve always been curious, what exactly is Master Wade’s origin and
mastery, how could he be so young and proficient in so many profound and mysterious
skills?”
Claire seriously replied, “I’m not going to lie to you Miss Song, my husband, he doesn’t
have any mastery as far as I know. I don’t think the orphanage would have taught him
this, and I’m not sure where he learned these skills from.”
Warnia immediately asked: “Mrs. Wade, you said that Master Wade lost his parents at a
very early age, so it is possible that his skills were passed on to him by his parents
before he lost them, and if he is a natural talent, it is not impossible to learn something
at a young age.”
Claire, who knew the meaning of Warnia’s words, said stupidly: “But Charlie had just
turned eight when he entered the orphanage. An eight-year-old child, even if he is
talented, can’t have learned any profound skills.”
“Eight years old?!” Warnia’s heart was appalled and asked offhand, “Master Wade ……
really entered the orphanage when he was eight years old?”
“Yes.” Claire nodded with certainty and said, “This is something he has told me many
times before.”
“According to him, his parents met with an accident when he was eight years old, and
he had no other relatives in the world, so he was adopted by the orphanage until he
became an adult.”
Warnia recalled the various details that Nanako analyzed last night and exclaimed in her
heart,
“Now, the time Master Wade entered the orphanage and the time when Sara started
looking for her Prince Charming almost exactly coincide, then this is more proof that
Master Wade is that Prince Charming of Sara!”
“This likewise proves that Master Wade is not from Aurous Hill at all, but from Eastcliff!”

“More importantly, Sara is not just a star, many people know that her family background
is very strong, the Gu family can be ranked in the top five in China! And is the only
daughter of Philip Gu, chairman of the Gu Group!”
“Master Wade can set up a marriage contract with a rich woman like Sara from a young
age, which only proves that he himself is also from a famous family after all!”
“And if you look at the country, there are not many big families in total that can match
the Gu family, and within Eastcliff, there are even fewer such big families, only the Su
family, and the Wade family ……”
Thinking of this, Warnia’s heart thumped, and the question deep within her heart
gradually became clear: “Wade family?! Master Wade?! Could it be that ……”
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What made Warnia realize that something was not quite right was that after all these
clues were cleared and all of them matched with Charlie, Charlie’s surname was like the
last piece of evidence that locked all the clues, making her no longer have any doubts
about her own guesses.
She thought to herself, “So it seems that Master Wade must be the young master of the
Wade family in Eastcliff, and the Wade family must have been very good friends with the
Gu family back then, so when the two children were still young, they had already set up
a marriage, but in the middle of this Master Wade had some changes so that he fell into
Aurous Hill and became an orphan!”
At this thought, she had mixed feelings deep inside her heart.
Before, she felt that Charlie had grassroots origin, but with his own ability he
successfully reversed the model, and it is based on this point, deep inside her heart has
always felt that she is not inferior to Charlie in front of him in every way.
At least, her own origin is better than his, born with a higher social rank than him.

Warnia did not have any intention of looking down on him, she just used this view to
cheer herself up and make herself feel that she was not out of reach with Charlie.
But now she realized that her own origin was not only not better than Charlie’s, on the
contrary, it was simply a hundred thousand miles worse than his.
Eastcliff Wade family’s overall strength is at least more than ten times stronger than the
Song family!
If the base is small, ten times, it does not seem to be too big a gap, but if the base is
large enough, the gap is simply frightening.
To use a simple analogy, one child has a lollipop in his hand, while another child has ten
lollipops in his hand, this tenfold gap is nothing, parents only need to come up with a
few dollars to help their children catch up.
But if it’s your family that has one suite in the local area, and another person has ten
suites in the local area, the gap is too big for many people to overcome.
What’s more, here we are talking about a hundred billion level assets, and the gap with
trillion level assets is simply more than an order of magnitude worse.
It was also at this moment that Warnia’s deep-seated inferiority complex reached its
peak, and now she felt that she had a huge gap with Charlie everywhere and that she
had almost no hope with him.
At this time, Claire, did not know Warnia’s inner changes, she saw her did not speak
again, and thought Warnia was not interested in her husband’s topic, she could not help
but sigh:
“In fact, Charlie really suffered a lot in the past, he lived in the orphanage until he was 18
years old, and then he came out to work to earn money, and he did all the dirty work,
and the money he earned from working, leaving some for self, almost rest of it was
donated to the orphanage to help the younger siblings there.”
Warnia nodded gently, could not help but feel emotion: “To be honest, I really admire
Master Wade, with such a background, he can still silently eat so much suffering ……”

As soon as Warnia spoke, she immediately regretted it.
She could see that Claire did not know Charlie’s true identity at all, so she was afraid
that the sentiment she had just said would make Claire discover the end.
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But Claire didn’t even think about it.
She thought that Warnia had spoken out of turn and hurriedly said, “In fact, the reason
why Charlie suffered so much was that he came from such a poor background and lost
his parents at a very early age.
Realizing that Claire didn’t notice her mistake, Warnia hurriedly nodded and agreed,
“Mrs. Wade you are right, I was the one who said it wrong.”
After saying that, she hurriedly picked up the documents, selected three project plans
from them, handed them to Claire, and said with a smile,
“Mrs. Wade, you can go back and take a good look at these three projects, these are the
first projects we are ready to start right now, if there are no problems on your side, we
can sign the cooperation agreement first.”
Claire nodded and said, “Okay, Miss Song, I’ll take these materials back, read through
them carefully today, and then think about a feasibility plan, and then we’ll
communicate in detail!”
“No problem!” Warnia took out her business card and handed it to Claire and said, “Mrs.
Wade, this has my contact information, you can contact me at any time if it’s convenient
for you.”
“Okay!” Claire stood up and said, “In that case, I will not disturb Miss Song’s work, we
will contact by phone if there are any problems.”
“OK!” Warnia took the initiative to extend a hand to her and said, “Happy cooperation!”

Claire nodded: “Happy cooperation!”
Warnia also stood up and smiled, “Let’s go, I’ll walk you out.”
She sent Claire out of her office, and after saying goodbye to her, she immediately went
back to her office, took out her cell phone, and made a call to Nanako.
At this moment, Nanako was waiting for Warnia’s feedback at the Song family villa,
because she knew that Warnia was going to meet Claire this morning, so she also
expected her to be able to get some useful key information out of Claire’s mouth.
Therefore, as soon as the call came in, she immediately picked up and asked, “How is
sister warnia?”
Warnia said directly to the point: “Nanako, I suspect that Master Wade is, with 90% to
100% confidence, the young master of the Wade family in Eastcliff!”
Saying that, she then repeated the conversation she had had with Claire just now to
Nanako.
“Eastcliff Wade family?!”
After hearing what she said, Nanako was as if struck by lightning.
Some time ago, both the Su family and the Wade family had approached the Ito family,
hoping to start an ocean shipping cooperation with them, so Nanako knew both the
Wade family and the Su family better.
She knows that the Wade family’s strength has almost reached the tip of the pyramid in
China, and the Su family was slightly stronger than the Wade family in the past, but now
the Su family has divested the entire ocean shipping group to Zhiyu.
So the overall strength of the Su family at present is probably on par with the Wade
family, and may even have been vaguely exceeded by the Wade family.
If Charlie was the young master of the Wade family, that would also mean that he was
actually a direct blood relative of a top Chinese family, which was far from his original
orphan background.
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For a time, in her heart, Nanako also felt a strong inferiority complex.
Originally, like Warnia, she had a small sense of superiority from her family background
deep inside.
She always felt that she might not be able to compare with Charlie in many aspects, but
at least, she was still a big girl from a big family.
But now it seems that he is not only in this point, not inferior to her, on the contrary, but
he is also still a young master from a large family.
The only advantage they had was crushed.
For a while, the two girls on the phone coincidentally silent.
After a long time, it was Nanako who took the lead in breaking the silence and spoke:
“Sister Warnia, I have briefly investigated some of these two families when the Su family
and the Wade family wanted to cooperate with our family.”
“It seems that among the middle-aged sons of the Wade family in this generation, there
is indeed one person who was lost a long time ago, if he is really the young master of
the Wade family, it is most likely that he is the son of this person!”
Warnia actually knew very little about the Wade family.
These large families are particularly concerned about protecting their privacy, so, in
addition to the local families in Eastcliff, more or less understand their situation, the
non-local families only vaguely have a general idea, deeper details simply they do not
know.
Moreover, Changying died in that era, information dissemination was still very
backward, ordinary people understand the news in only two ways, one is the television,
one is the newspaper.

And the television at that time, almost rarely reruns the news, not to mention the
Internet video platform to help them keep the video files, so this means that if news just
began to expose out when you missed it, you will probably never have the opportunity
to see.
Because of this, Warnia had no idea how many members of the Wade family there were,
what each one’s name was, let alone that any of these had disappeared twenty years
earlier.
So she said to Nanako, “I’ve never heard of the Wade family’s internal situation, so I’m
not sure who of their middle-aged sons and daughters have disappeared.
Nanako said, “No need, sister Warnia!”
Warnia asked in confusion, “Don’t you want to know more details?”
Nanako smiled faintly and said seriously, “Since Charlie has not said these things, it
proves that he does not want us or others to know this, we are all people who have
received favors from him, we can’t just pry into his secrets just because we want to
satisfy our own curiosity.”
Warnia froze, then sighed and said quietly, “You’re right …… this matter we really
shouldn’t dig too deep ……”
Saying that, Warnia reluctantly lamented: “Hey, I actually think, although we have so
many clues to echo on, but have not found a conclusive evidence to prove that our
speculation is true, nine, eight out of ten, but there is always that one or two percent
other possibilities, I want, in fact, is the nail on the coffin.”
Nanako felt empathetic and said: “I understand what you mean …… right sister Warnia, I
heard someone say that the Wade family will hold a very grand ancestral ceremony at
Qingming festival this year.”
“When you can pay attention to see if Charlie went to Eastcliff, if he also happens to be
in Eastcliff at that time, then this matter will be completely nailed down.”
“Ancestor Ritual Ceremony?” Warnia was surprised and asked, “How do you know?”

Nanako said, “People from the Wade family came to see my father and talked about
these things. It is said that they bought a mountain for their own feng shui and built it
as the ancestral tomb of the Wade family, and the ancestral ceremony of the Wade
family is held only once every twelve years, so it is very grand.”
“I understand.” Warnia was busy saying, “Then I will keep an eye on Master Wade’s
trajectory at that time to see if he will leave Aurous Hill and go to Eastcliff.”
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The ancestral ceremony scheduled to be held by the Wade family in twenty days had
indeed touched many people.
Not only the Wade family in Eastcliff, but also the branches of the family all over the
country and even the world began to prepare for this ancestor worship ceremony early.
Even in Charlie’s heart, he was vaguely looking forward to this ceremony, because he
had long decided to get Zynn back from Syria at this ancestral ceremony, so that he
could personally kneel in front of his parents’ graves and repent, in order to console the
spirits of his parents in heaven.
Although Zynn is not the murderer who directly killed his parents, but this is a very
important start for Charlie.
From Zynn onwards, he will start with those who were once enemies of his parents, one
by one, to uncover, so that they pay the price for their actions!
And in addition to Charlie, there is another person who has been thinking about this
ancestral ceremony, that person is in Syria, Zynn.
During this period of time, Zynn has been counting the days, because he knows that the
time to Qingming is getting closer and closer, which means that the day to return to his
country is getting closer and closer.

Although he also knew that the so-called return to China was actually being escorted by
Charlie to the ancestral grave of the Wade family and kowtowing to Changying to
confess his sins, which was essentially an outright insult to him.
But even so, he is very much looking forward to this day.
Because, in his heart, he knew one thing very well, that is: “If I stay in this sh!tty place in
Syria, in Hamid’s base, then my whereabouts will never be known by my family!”
“But if Charlie can let me return to my country, even if it means that I have to go to the
ancestral grave of the Wade family to kowtow and admit my mistake, I have a certain
chance to let the Su family know my specific situation!”
“It’s not good to say that my father can still have a way to get me out.”
“Really can’t, he can still go to negotiate with Charlie, the big deal is to give up some
benefits and exchange me back.”
“So, even if there is only one percent chance, it is better than no chance at all!”
During this period of time, Zynn’s life in Syria was not good.
Hard conditions, at first he was not adaptable, but after some days he slowly was able to
accept.
However, the most depressing thing about this recent period is that Hamid does not
know which tendon is not right, and began to build infrastructure in this mountain nest!
In the surrounding mountains, twenty-four hours a day, he can hear the deafening
sound of construction, the sound of all kinds of machinery roar is surrounding him.
According to his observation, now the base, built more than one concrete mixing plant,
24 hours a day non-stop production of concrete, and then by high-pressure concrete
pump, one station to the surrounding hillside, and in the surrounding hillside, explosives
to open the movement of the mountain is also happening from time to time.
It is not easy to say when the gun will be released, and sometimes even in the early
hours of the morning disturbing his sleep.

Each time the cannon fire, accompanied by a burst of ground shaking.
This is just one aspect, more annoying is, each time after the use of explosives to open
the mountain, there will be heavy machine guns bursts, roaring up the sky non-stop.
At this time in the Middle East, the sky has just dawned, but Zynn woke up two hours
ago, by the machine roar of the night and it is hard to sleep.
After just two hours of sleep, he listened to the sound of several explosions rumbling
outside, the vibration of the explosion almost collapsed his roof, so he was awakened
from sleep, thought the war, pulling his legs to run outside.
He was immediately spotted by a soldier standing guard on the opposite roof, who
immediately pointed his gun at him and shouted angrily: “What are you doing? If you
try to run out again, I’ll shoot you!”
Zynn was so angry that he cursed and blurted out, “What the hell are you staring at me
for? The enemy’s shells are coming, why don’t you hurry up and go to the front line
position to support them!”
The man heard this, put down his gun, waved his hand, and said, “Do not be afraid,
there is no war, that is our engineering battalion opening the mountain, just a breath
detonated six working surfaces of the explosive point, so the noise is a little bit loud.”
“Fcuk!”
Zynn jumped up and cursed: “Are you people sick? Day and night non-stop shelling to
open the mountain, after the shelling, it is more than a dozen air compressors on work.
That sh!t suddenly starts rumbling loudly when it doesn’t move, just like having a
fcuking Parkinson’s seizure, how to fcuking live here!”
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The soldier saw Zynn jumping with his head swaying in a hurry and immediately said
with a serious face: “Hey! Are you tired of living? Watch your words! Otherwise, I will not
be polite to you!”
Zynn said angrily: “Nonchalant to me? Let’s be reasonable, any construction site, there
must be time and date, there is no such thing as you work blindly 24 hours a day,
regardless of day and night?”
“In our country, only during the daytime it is allowed to do these big movements, and
when the end of the day, all construction sites have to stop working and rest.”
“But you guys are good, you work endlessly, if you continue to do this, I will have a
nervous breakdown!”
“You go get your Commander Hamid, I want to question him face to face!”
The soldier said in a cold voice: “I tell you, these permanent fortifications and counterslope fortifications that we are building now are ordered by Commander Hamid himself,
asking us to finish them as soon as possible.”
“This matter is now the top priority of our entire base, everything must give way to it,
not to mention you, even our deputy commanders, are not qualified to question!”
After hearing this, Zynn’s entire face was dumbfounded.
“What are you saying? You are constructing permanent fortifications and counter-slope
fortifications?!”
“That’s right!” The soldier said proudly, “We are now building a powerful set of offensive
and defensive fortifications, and we also have to prepare a large number of strategic
reserves in advance.”
“Now our permanent fortifications on the four sides of the mountain, as well as the antislope fortifications have taken shape.”
“If there is a little more time, these mountains will be dug with dense pits inside, by
then, no one in the whole of Syria will be able to come in and fight!”

Zynn heard, the whole person dumbfounded.
No wonder the rumbling and grumbling all day long, so it is the construction of
permanent fortifications!
No wonder there are truck convoys outside these days to bring things inside, it turns
out that Hamid is engaging in permanent fortifications, while making strategic reserves.
This made Zynn puzzled and thought, “This guy Hamid, wherein did he learn such a set
of the strategic theory of digging deep and accumulating food?”
“The key is that he is a Middle Eastern man who can dig deep and accumulate grain, but
why is he playing with counter-slope fortifications?”
“This is our military’s mastery from centuries ago! Why did he learn it too?”
“The enemy’s artillery bombardment from the outside of the mountain made it difficult
to hit the anti-slope fortifications on the inside of the mountain. Now this man Hamid
has learned it! What an outrage!”
“Moreover, the overall level of development of Syria is quite low, both the government
forces and the anti-government forces are still stuck in the firepower level of the World
War II era.”
“In addition Syria is originally more mountainous and dotted with hills, doing this set, I
have to say, it is really suitable for a mess!”
Zynn so thought, and suddenly flashed a figure in his head.
“Charlie! It must be Charlie! It must be this man who quietly taught the gems of our
army back then to this guy Hamid!”
“If this was put aside decades ago, this son of a b!tch Charlie can be shot dead!”
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Once he thought that Hamid attached so much importance to this matter, Zynn also
knew that Hamid was now transformed into the Syrian version of the infrastructure
maniac, and this kind of protest by him would be useless.
So, he said to the soldier resentfully, “Young man, can I discuss something with you?”
The soldier looked at him warily and questioned, “What do you want?”
Zynn said, “I want a pair of earplugs, to isolate the noise, so that when you turn around
and open the mountain again, I can also be less affected!”
“No!” The soldier gave him a blank look and took out a ball of crumpled toilet paper
from his pocket and threw it at Zynn’s feet from the wall, saying, “You can make do with
this!”
“Fcuk.” Zynn said with a depressed face: “To solve this fcuking matter, what the fcuk am I
supposed to do with the toilet paper? How so disgusting? It’s not like you’re done with
what you’re doing, and you’re carrying it in your pocket, right?”
“You bull5hit!” The young soldier’s face was red with anger and he blurted out, “I pulled
off a piece of it when I came to change my post and put it in my pocket with my hand,
you don’t need it, don’t talk nonsense there!”
Zynn listened, convinced to bend down, extremely carefully he pinched an edge of the
ball of the toilet paper, spread it a little bit, and found that indeed it was not used
before, sighing with relief, he put the toilet paper in his pocket.
Not afraid to say it, since he came to Syria, he has not used such soft toilet paper.
The soldier saw him put his toilet paper into his pocket and said with a contemptuous
face: “All right, I’m not going to bother with your nonsense, hurry back to your room!”
Zynn is also full of displeasure, turning his head to go back, suddenly the entire base
sounded with ear-piercing air defense sirens.
Although he had never experienced war, Eastcliff had often conducted air defense drills
before, so as soon as the noise came out, he asked the soldier nervously,

“What’s going on? What’s going on? The enemy is coming to attack?”
The soldier was also very nervous and blurted out,
“The air defense siren is not necessarily an air raid, our commander has stipulated that
the air defense siren will be sounded as long as the enemy is found within a 30kilometer radius in the vicinity!”
“Fcuk ……”
Zynn panicked, he could not remember how many dirty words he said today, he only
knew that once Hamid’s base is attacked, then his own life would be in danger, bullets
and shells are not long-eyed.
In case a shell blasted down If a shell comes down and kills him, who would he talk to?
At that moment, a voice suddenly came from the soldier’s intercom, the soldier
immediately picked it up and listened for a while.
Then he immediately jumped down from the wall, pulled Zynn’s collar, and dragged him
out, saying as he walked:
“A large number of government troops are found 30 kilometers south of the base, it is
estimated that the war will start! You quickly follow me to the mountain!”
Zynn slapped his head and said in a depressed voice: “Fcuk …… I’m not going! I don’t
know how to fight, why do you want me to go up the mountain?”
“The bullets don’t have eyes, in case one takes me out, how will your commander
explain to Charlie?”
The soldier blurted out, “Who asked you to go to war? I am taking you up the mountain,
of course, to take you to hide in the anti-slope pit!”
“The commander has just given an order for everyone to enter the designated
backslope pit within 30 minutes, if you want to stay here and take the shells, then you
can stay!”

After saying that, the soldier let go of him, turned his head, and walked out.
Only then did Zynn remember that the backslope pit itself was not a fortification?
The shells are difficult to hit the backslope, and even if they do, they can’t blow up the
pit dug into the mountain and reinforced with concrete.
Therefore, if the army really attacked, it is definitely safest to hide in the anti-slope pit!
Thinking of this, he hurried to catch up with the soldier and said with a quiet face:
“Brother, brother, don’t be angry, I’ll come with you, alright?”
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At this moment, Hamid, wearing a camouflage uniform, is standing in the southernmost
highland fortification of the base, using tripod-type high-powered binoculars to look
south.
Thirty kilometers away has actually been very far, so ordinary binoculars simply can not
see, these high-power binoculars can only show a general view, and the distance is too
far, the lens distortion is great, thus seeing things is very difficult.
However. He still saw the large army that was advancing toward him in the distance
from the field of view of the binoculars.
He was a little confused, the government forces have recently been fighting those few
larger resistance forces? How come they have freed up their hands to come towards
their side so quickly?
So. He immediately instructed his adjutant: “Go, hurry up and contact the hidden sentry
in front, prepare to release the drone immediately, and within five minutes, tell me their
numbers as well as their equipment!”
“Yes, Commander!”

Hamid’s adjutant immediately turned around and left, running inside to contact the
concealed sentry at the front by radio.
Soon. The concealed sentry immediately released several civilian aerial drones bought
from China.
These kinds of ordinary drones are sold in China for only a few thousand dollars, in the
country is nothing more than a toy for photography enthusiasts, aerial photography
enthusiasts, but in the Middle East, the strategic role of this thing is very powerful.
First of all, it flies high, after a slight modification, it can fly to a height of one or two
kilometers, the map can reach nearly ten kilometers in the open, the flight speed can
reach sixty to seventy kilometers per hour, the key is the original fuselage as long as the
palm of the hand.
When it flies up in the sky at hundreds of thousands of meters in height, to the nak3d
eye it is simply invisible, and one cannot hear its flight noise, thus it is suitable for use in
battlefield reconnaissance.
If it is faced with advanced modern equipment, this thing is certainly useless, before
going up it can be found and beaten down.
But if the front is ordinary motorized troops, the other side is really defensible.
So, this kind of drone is used a lot in the military field in the Middle East.
Once several drones took to the air, the size of the enemy force was quickly scouted out.
The adjutant reported to Hamid, “Commander. The size of the opposing army is about
eight thousand men, with ten armored vehicles, thirty-six towed howitzers, plus about
sixty transport trucks of various kinds, and the scouts in front said that it looks like it
should be Russian-made 152mm towed howitzers.”
“Damn it!” Hamid cursed, “That’s the firepower of two fcuking artillery battalions! What
do they want? What are they trying to do, blow us up?”

As he was talking, the deputy commander hurried in, panting, “Commander, I just got
word that the government army has hired 10,000 mercenaries from an overseas
mercenary group called the Cataclysmic Front.”
“It is said that these 10,000 mercenaries are extremely powerful and have already
conquered several anti-government forces one after another! Including the Hafiz, who
used to have a good relationship with us, two nights ago even he was nested!”
Hamid was dumbfounded: “What? Hafez got killed? How come I’ve never heard of this?”
The vice commander said awkwardly: “Everyone is scattered in the ravine, there is no
information, and we are recently working hard on infrastructure, we have no time to
care about the outside ……”
Hamid hurriedly asked again, “What is the origin of that what the Cataclysmic Front?”
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The vice commander explained:
“Cataclysmic Front is a non-governmental mercenary organization that has risen in the
past few years, they have a number of mercenary training bases around the world, the
Middle East countries, Africa, South America, these more troubled place have traces of
them.”
“These years they are developing rapidly, under the command, the registered
mercenaries have 50,000 to 60,000 people, comprehensive strength has now been
among the top five global mercenary organizations!”
In this world, not every country or region is as peaceful and prosperous as China. Many
regions are in constant war, so mercenaries are simply everywhere in such places.
Most mercenaries are a bunch of desperadoes, they do not have any sense of justice,
only serve for money, ready to sell their lives for whoever pays, and some mercenaries
are dependent on the survival of certain countries, such as the famous American
Blackwater.”

“They train a large number of mercenaries, specifically for the U.S. government services.”
“The U.S. military operations in the Middle East, almost can not be separated from the
participation of Blackwater mercenaries, and some of the areas, the government forces
feel inconvenient to step in and such mercenaries act on their behalf.
And this Cataclysmic Front belongs to the first kind.
Hamid listened to the introduction of the Cataclysmic Front after a burst of the head,
asked off the cuff: “Hiring the Cataclysmic Front 10,000 mercenaries. At least a few
million dollars a day, right?”
The deputy commander said: “Commander, the price of the Cataclysmic Front is
extremely high, even the ordinary mercenaries under their command ask for one or two
thousand dollars a day.”
“The price of officers is even higher, some ask more than ten thousand dollars a day, it is
said that they have four war wings under their command, if anyone is out, the cost of a
day will be hundreds of thousands of dollars …… “
Hamid dumbfounded asked, “Really? Why is it so expensive?!”
The vice commander explained: “The reason why the Cataclysmic Front has been able to
rise in these years, relying on the superb combat power, their mercenaries are welltrained, especially the core cadre members.”
“The only problem is the high price, the average person really can not afford to hire.”
Hamid frowned and said, “According to this calculation. The 10,000 mercenaries would
cost more than $20 million a day?”
“Right.” The vice commander wiped his sweat and said somewhat nervously,
“I also received news that this time one of the four commanders of the Cataclysmic
Front has come! It is said that this person is able to defeat a hundred with one in battle!”
Hamid couldn’t help but shiver and said offhandedly, “I don’t fcuk!ng understands,
where the hell did the government army get the money to hire so many mercenaries?”

The deputy commander explained, “The government army doesn’t have so much
money, but they are willing to allocate a piece of land in Syria to the Cataclysmic Front
to prepare a base after eliminating the anti-government forces, that’s why the
Cataclysmic Front is so active.”
“Sh!t …… is finished ……” Hamid’s heart was dead, completely panicked.
He thought to himself, “If this information is true, then I’m afraid there must be several
thousand mercenaries from the Cataclysmic Front in that unit 30 kilometers away ……”
“Now I have a total of a few thousand people, and the level of training is far from the
top of the mercenaries, and the other side almost 8,000 people, and so many armored
vehicles and tractor artillery.”
“Whether the number of soldiers, the level of training and weaponry, I do not have any
advantage of this team, if we really fight this time, basically no chance of winning ah
……”
The extremely nervous Hamid, suddenly remembered Charlie, so he immediately took
out his satellite phone, called him!
And at this time, Charlie just picked up Claire who came out of Song’s group, on the way
to send her to the company.
When he suddenly received a call from Hamid, he was also very surprised, so he opened
his mouth and asked, “Brother, why are you calling me all of a sudden?”
Hamid’s voice tremblingly said, “Brother Wade, your brother… my life is not long, if Zynn
dies here, you must not blame me ah!”
Charlie heart stuttered, hurriedly asked: “What happened?
Hamid let out a long sigh:
“Government forces have hired a group of well-trained overseas mercenaries, in a short
period of time they have destroyed a lot of troops more than I armed.”

“Now there is a force of more than 8,000 people only less than 30 kilometers away from
me, I am afraid that this time I will not be able to carry over!”
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Once Charlie heard this, the whole person immediately felt a jolt, hurriedly first pull over
and park, off the record, said, “Brother, you do not panic, I ask you, how is the overall
level of government troops?”
“Not good.” Hamid said, “But the mercenaries they hired this time are very powerful. It is
one of the world’s top Cataclysmic Front, it is said that it has sent 10,000 soldiers over to
help the government army.”
Charlie frowned and asked, “Cataclysmic Front, what’s the origin?”
“I’m not really sure.” Hamid replied, “It is said to be a Chinese-founded mercenary
organization, which has seen rapid development in recent times.”
“The scale and strength are very strong! The quality of their single soldier is much higher
than the government army! Basically, they are developed countries special forces kind of
level!”
Charlie said with surprise: “I have never heard of this organization, I know the United
States Blackwater, Russia’s Cossacks, this Cataclysmic Front, I have heard for the first
time.”
Hamid sighed: “You usually have little opportunity to deal with mercenaries, this group
of people certainly you not understand, they are, frankly speaking, commercially
operated professional soldiers, paid to do things.”
“In our kind of more war-torn places they are most active, this Cataclysmic Front is said
to have the command of tens of thousands of people, including the top expert level
nearly a hundred people.”
“These are very strong, their war gods put the strongest four under the command of
one of the leaders, and also sent to Syria ……”

Charlie asked him:
“Don’t be nervous, first whatever the level of special forces, they will die when hit by the
bullet, your single soldier quality is not as good as his, but you occupy the time and
place, as long as you can play to your advantage, the real fight you may not lose.”
Saying that, Charlie asked again, “How is the repair of your permanent fortifications and
anti-slope pit?”
Hamid said, “I have been asking them to work overtime recently! But the workload is
really too big, and it’s really hard to implement the whole plan completely in such a
short period of time ……”
Charlie calmly said, “I understand, you just tell me, your frontal defense of permanent
fortifications as well as the reverse ramp pit, whether it can be put into use?”
“Can.” Hamid said: “My frontal fortification at the entrance of the base has almost been
built, after all, this is the top priority of my entire defense.”
“As for the backslope tunnel, I have dug on all sides, but now the inside is not yet open,
not formed inside the network of pits, but I have stockpiled a large number of supplies
inside, enough to hold for a year or two, not a problem.”
“Good!” Charlie said off the record, “Then I ask you, do you know the other side of the
8,000 troops, how exactly is the firepower distribution?”
Hamid said, “10 armored vehicles, more than 30 towed artillery, and 50 or 60 trucks,
pulling supplies and ammunition.”
Charlie thought about it and asked, “Do you know the specifications and models of the
30-odd towed artillery pieces?”
Hamid said, “The scouts said visually that they should be Russian 152mm artillery.”
Charlie’s father, Changyang, was a standard military fan, and there used to be a whole
room at home full of models of various weapons and equipment, and there were
countless books, magazines, and materials on various weapons and equipment.
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Charlie as a child, had very much understanding of various weapons and equipment.
Therefore, he said almost without thinking,
“There are many models of Russian 152mm artillery, but I presume that the ones that
can reach Syria should all be produced in the 1970s and 1980s, or even older, so the
effective range should be around twenty kilometers.”
Hamid asked in surprise, “Brother, you know all this?”
Charlie gave a hmph and asked again, “Does the other side have any air firepower?”
“No.” Hamid said, “The government forces have a total of a dozen broke Su 24, a large
part lying in the hangar and cannot fly, can fly up to defend the capital, and occasionally
fight the terrorists, simply can not spare energy to fight me, and the Su 24 also has little
meaning, just to drop some bombs.”
He further said: “As for the helicopter gunships, I am not afraid of him to come, anyway,
their helicopter gunships performance is not too good, I have a lot of shoulder-fired
missiles here, to fight helicopters easily, I guess they do not want to take helicopters
over.”
Charlie slightly relieved, said: “So it seems that the probability is purely ground war, then
you do not need to rush for the time being.”
Saying that, he added: “I suggest you can first observe the other side’s intention,
because the other side has a great advantage in numbers itself.”
“If they want to attack strongly, they will not bring so much artillery, so their strategic
intention, should be the same as the ground war model between countries decades ago,
want to play with you infantry artillery synergy!”
Hamid asked, “What is infantry and artillery synergy?”

Charlie said:
“The infantry and artillery synergy, to put it bluntly, is the artillery bombardment after
the infantry rush, infantry rush without artillery bombardment, used in your current
situation.”
“The other side should intend to first use artillery to cover with artillery shelling, after
bombing a mess, personnel cut in half, combat power waste, then use armored vehicles
to cover the infantry rushed.”
Hamid said approvingly, “You’re right, I think they must want to give me an intensive
bombardment first!”
Charlie then said:
“Bombing you should not be afraid, because you already have a counter-slope pit, now
hurry first, take your most valuable personnel and supplies and equipment and transport
them to the counter-slope pit, and then hurry to have your valuable helicopter gunships
to fly away.”
“The other side is in a large number, you can not play a big game with these helicopters,
or first take them hundreds of kilometers away, find an unoccupied valley or hilltop flat
ground to park, if later the other side shelling a start, your helicopters are estimated to
be all kneeling.”
“Yes, yes, yes!” Hamid came back to his senses and immediately ordered his adjutant,
“Tell the helicopter pilots to get ready, fly north and find a place to hide a hundred
kilometers away!”
It was no wonder Hamid panicked, although he had been tangled with the government
forces for a long time, there had never been a large-scale conflict.
So, his sense of the big picture is not that strong, at best, it is a small guerrilla leader
level.
Now the government forces suddenly assembled such a powerful armed force to attack
him, he was immediately a little overwhelmed, completely at a loss as to how to
respond.

On the contrary, Charlie, who has never fought in a war but is more comprehensive in
his considerations, can remain 100% calm at such times and carefully analyze the
situation and give more reasonable advice.
Charlie said to him at this time:
“You have a certain impression of the landscape, I probably have a certain impression,
surrounded by hilly mountain roads, winding and rugged, so the other side of the
advance you will not be too fast, and you should not be too anxious to let the helicopter
leave immediately.”
Saying this he also suggested: “You can now first let the helicopter help lift some
precious heavy equipment to your counter-slope pit, at the same time you also have to
let your front-line scouts pay close attention to the other side’s movements.”
“When the other side stops marching and began to deploy artillery, it is even not too
late to let the helicopter leave.”
“The other side has 30 or 40 towed artillery pieces, from the state of towing to a
complete stop, and then fully deploying and calculating the coordinates, adjusting the
angle, readying for the artillery fire, this all needs a long time, you have enough time to
react, don’t need to panic!”
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“That’s true.”
Hearing Charlie’s words, Hamid calmed down a little and said awkwardly, “Brother, I’m
not afraid of what you say, the thing is, since I joined the revolution, I have never seen
such a big battle, I’m indeed a little nervous ……”
“Never mind.” Charlie comforted: “This kind of thing, the turn of anyone’s head will be
nervous, what you have to do now is not to mess up.”
Saying that he added: “I guess the other party’s strategic intent is very simple, they know
the location of your base, know that you are not going to run away.”

“So they will certainly come up to you and there will be full-frontal shelling, and what
you have to do in this time is to endure!”
“If the other side fires at you, you must not return fire with artillery, let alone send your
helicopter gunships, or your elite troops to try to fight a counterattack or a sneak
attack!”
“Huh? Why?” Hamid blurted out, “I was just about to tell you that I was going to hurry
up and send an elite force of three to five hundred men to sneak over and ambush them
right now, waiting to catch them off guard!”
“How can the other side let you get your way so easily?” Charlie said off the cuff: “No
need to think, the other side must be preventing you from this hand!”
“Don’t forget, they have 8,000 people, just 2,000 people in ambush around the artillery
position, you send 3,500 people over, the other side can easily cover you! When the
time comes, your men will definitely have no return!”
Hamid was stunned and said offhandedly, “Brother you are right …… I was hasty ……”
At this point, Charlie continued to instruct: “You have to remember one thing, the other
side’s commander since he can command 8,000 troops, it is absolutely impossible to be
stupid, he will at most only make the mistake of rash and adventure.”
“But will not make mistakes of principle, protect the artillery, protect the supply wagons,
it is the basic principle that all commanders understand, he will definitely not leave you
the opportunity for a sneak attack.”
“Right!” Hamid said seriously: “If I have dozens of artillery, I will also focus on artillery
defense, it is impossible to focus only on the front line of battle and leave the rear
unattended, after all, this is the key to firepower suppression.”
Charlie hummed, and said: “If he wants to blow up, you let him blow up, anyway he
can!”
After a pause, he continued, “Didn’t he just drive 50 or 60 trucks? Even if he has thirty
truckloads of shells, even if he finishes all thirty truckloads of shells, it will not be

possible to blow down your rocky mountain by tens of centimeters, so you don’t have to
be afraid at all.”
“If he only shells, you will all hide in the reverse ramp trench, so basically there will be no
attrition because of the shelling.”
“After all the shells are fired, they will only have infantry left, then 8,000 infantry will
attack your hill, you will be able to defend it with 800 men, then you will win and never
lose!”
“Okay!” Hamid heavily agreed and said, “I know! Will definitely follow my brother’s
suggestion!”
Charlie added: “In addition, you must keep an eye on when his armored vehicles start to
cover the infantry and charge your base, and are almost at your base’s heels, then you
can have your elite troops leave the anti-slope pit and head to the frontal permanent
fortifications to counterattack.”
“And this time to counterattack, you must also remember, absolutely no early fire, must
wait for the other side to enter into your effective range!”
“Close range before firing, not only can effectively kill the enemy, but also make the
other side’s artillery dare not casually give support, because your soldiers in the
permanent fortifications, can withstand the vast majority of artillery attacks, while their
soldiers have nothing but helmets on their heads.”
“In case they also enter the killing range of artillery, there will certainly be a large
number of dead and wounded.”
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Saying that, Charlie continued to analyze: “In fact, if the other side of 8,000 ground
troops all launched a strong attack, for you it is nothing, your place is high and
dangerous.”
“The standard is easy to defend and difficult to attack, absolutely counted as a man in
the gate, ten thousand men can not open, plus your new permanent fortifications,

defensive strength will be greatly enhanced, and, even if the other side attacked in you
do not have to be afraid.”
“When the time comes they just attacked in, your counter-slope of the pit will become
your dumpling position, then still occupy the high ground and the advantage of the pit,
and the enemy who came in is miserable, surrounded from the inside by you, there is no
place to retreat for them!”
“Holy sh!t!” Hamid suddenly got excited and blurted out, “Brother! Great! It’s really
great! I was a little nervous, but after hearing you say that, I can’t wait for them to come
in!”
Charlie said: “You can have this mentality, which is the best, seize the time, arrange the
troops, make the final pre-battle preparations, remember my words, do not be anxious,
do not be dry, must be a good shrinking turtle! Also be prepared for the worst, if the
situation really can’t be carried, go for the best plan.”
“Got it!” Hamid said excitedly, “I’ll arrange it! brother, I will communicate with you in
time, you must ensure that the phone is open, your brother can survive this wave, it all
depends on you!”
Charlie solemnly said: “Do not worry, my phone must be on 24 hours a day, as long as
you call, I must answer in seconds!”
“Okay brother, with your words I am relieved! You wait for my good news!”
“Good, I wish you a great victory!”
Charlie finished speaking, and only then hung up the phone.
Just after hanging up the phone, Claire on the passenger side asked with a shocked
face: “Honey, who called you? How come there’s a war going on?”
Charlie said: “Hmm, wife, you misunderstood, not what the war matter, it is the game!”
“A buddy of mine recently got hooked on a military game, and someone is going to
attack his base with troops. He didn’t know how to arrange his troops, so he called me
to ask.”

When Claire heard this explanation from him, she didn’t have any doubts.
After all, she grew up living in a peaceful era, and such things as fighting a war were
really too far away from her.
If Charlie really told her the truth and told her that he was actually helping a friend in
Syria fight a war, she would instead think that Charlie was making fun of her.
So, she smiled and said, “So your friend is really into playing games, just a little thing,
and called you for advice.”
Charlie nodded and said, “Wife you do not know, the game is set to be particularly cruel,
no matter how long you spent in the game before buried in development, once you fail,
there is nothing, so every war you must try to win, otherwise you have to start all over
again.”
Claire laughed, “I understand! No one wants to put their energy into the water, just like
the old days of playing the jumping game, no matter how far you jump, once you fail
you have to start all over again ……”
“Right.” Charlie looked at the time, drove the car onto the main road, and said, “Wife, I’ll
send you to the company first.”
Claire answered and smiled, “Okay!”
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At this moment, Hamid’s base deep in the mountains of Syria is a tense and busy place.
All the soldiers are using the fastest speed to welcome the coming war under the rising
sun.
Hamid’s only helicopter gunships have all taken off and started to transfer some of the
more important equipment and materials inside the base to the anti-slope pit halfway
up the mountain.

Soldiers also began to enter the pit in an orderly manner under the command of officers
at all levels, while those construction teams that were still working just now, as well as
soldiers from the engineering battalion, also began to settle all the equipment as fast as
they could.
At the same time, the scouts from the front line sent back the news that the other side
was not moving very fast.
Although the armored vehicles were able to maneuver quickly, those several thousand
soldiers, for the most part, had to rely on foot.
And the wagons were already loaded with a large number of supplies, and towed with
the artillery behind, in this winding mountain road, the speed of movement was not
much faster than running.
This made Hamid more relieved.
The other side came aggressively, but also quite slow.
It is also possible that in the eyes of the other side, they are already the meat of their
mouth, so they are not at all anxious.
And the other side is not afraid of his escape, because their goal is to destroy his base,
as far as possible to eliminate his troops, as for his own death, it does not matter.
For Hamid, the opposition forces, the base is their everything, there are bases they can
have a life foundation, once they lose the protection of the base, they will be like a dog,
can only be passively beaten.
And if the soldiers under Hamid, wiped out seventy to eighty percent, then Hamid will
not have the possibility of turning over, then he can only hide, tired by running, simply
no longer have the ability to launch any counterattack, or cause any threat.
So this crusading force is not in a hurry, they also know that Hamid has found himself,
but they simply do not care.
But what they didn’t know was that Hamid now, was not the Hamid before.

He now has the strength to resist them!
The arrogance of the other side gave Hamid more than an hour of breathing time.
After more than an hour, everyone in this base, all withdrew into the backslope pit.
All the houses inside the base, became decorative, and all the valuable and useful things
inside, were also taken away by all means.
Some of the large power generation equipment originally too late to dismantle, but also
because of the time of more than an hour, in an orderly were emergency lifted using the
helicopter and sent into the backslope pit.
There are a few engineering equipment really can not be put in, then directly were flown
north from the base.
Hamid’s soldiers, at this moment, were in the backslope pit sitting in an orderly manner
to check the guns and ammunition, ready to attack at any time to meet the battle.
When everything was ready, the front-line scouts sent back the latest information that
the opponent’s army had stopped at a gentle area 20 kilometers away in a straight line.
At the same time, the opponent’s more than 30 tractor-trailer artillery pieces began to
unfold in place.
Hamid knew very well that this should be the other side’s chosen artillery position, and
after they unfolded the artillery and prepared for the attack, the first round of shelling
would begin.
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While the artillery was being deployed, the enemy left more than 2,000 soldiers to
defend the artillery positions, and the remaining 5,000 infantry, immediately under the
path of armored vehicles, continued to move towards Hamid’s base!
When Hamid heard this news, his heart gave a jolt and he thought to himself, “The
infantry is really moving closer to me! They must be preparing to use artillery to shell me
first.”

“And when the shelling is over, when this 5,000 infantry are at the gate, they should
launch a charge! This should be the infantry artillery synergy tactic that brother Charlie
said, good, see how I will beat your infantry back then!”
Then, he immediately ordered, “Pass the order to everyone to prepare for the artillery
attack! Everyone must wear helmets, cover their ears, do not leave the pit, and also pass
down the order, do not lean against the pit wall, it is best to lie on the ground.”
“If there is something softer cushioned, it would be better, this can effectively alleviate
the vibration damage caused by the close-range shelling!”
Most of the time, the artillery is used to kill the human body, relying on the shrapnel
when the blast occurs, or blast to open the rock or blast open all other hard objects.
However, the vibration wave generated by the explosion of artillery can also bring great
damage to the human body, and if the distance is close enough, it is possible to shatter
a person’s internal organs.
Hamid did not have any grand strategic thinking, but he was, after all, on the battlefield
all the way to today, so there were many practical little experiences.
His orders were passed from layer to layer, and the soldiers in the various pits received
his orders.
So many of them started to get something on the ground and find something soft to lay
on it.
Many soldiers went to the entrance of the pit to get a lot of soft soil, and before the
nervous Zynn could understand what they were doing, he heard the soldier who was
watching him shout:
“What are you still standing there for? Hurry out to get some soil to spread under, or
later in case the shells explode in front of you, will shock you into internal bleeding!”
When Zynn heard this, he asked in a panic: “Is there really going to be a war? Can you
go talk to Commander Hamid and ask him to send a helicopter to send me away first,
I’ve never fought in a war, it’s not much use staying here.”

The soldier said in a cold voice: “The helicopter has long gone, you can’t go anywhere
now, if you don’t want to die, go get some dirt, if you want to try your luck, stay here
and don’t do anything.”
Once he heard this, how dare he pretend again.
So while cursing Charlie with the most vicious language in his heart, he reluctantly
followed the others and went outside the cave to prepare the dirt.
Zynn with an empty diesel engine lubricating oil bucket, painstakingly shoveled a bucket
of soil, just lift up to go back, outside came the sound of sharp breaking air.
Before he could figure out what the sound was, deafening explosions rang out in quick
succession!
The shelling, has begun!
In this instant, the whole mountain seemed to shake.
And the base outside the cave entrance, which was located in the valley, had instantly
fallen into a sea of fire.
Zynn screamed loudly in fear, growing up, it was the first time he had zero contact with
war.
He felt that his ears had been deafened in general, in addition to tinnitus, eardrums are
also very painful, his body’s internal organs also seems to have just been pounded, how
uncomfortable to have such an experience.
The soldier in charge of guarding him hastily dragged him into the pit, and immediately
afterward, the second round of shells came whistling!
The target of this second round of shells was still the base in the valley, with deafening
explosions one after another!
Zynn hurriedly covered his ears with both hands and crouched on the ground shivering.

Other soldiers, on the other hand, had long been prepared to defend themselves
against the explosive shock.
Round after round of shells tilted down, causing no effect on them.
On the contrary, as the shelling continued for longer and longer, the soldiers’ psyche
instead had a strong sense of security and superiority.
Because they witnessed with their own eyes the great effect that the counter-slope
fortifications played in response to the shelling.
Hiding in such a strong fortification to meet the shelling was like hiding in an armored
car and being shot by the primitive people with bows and arrows.
Instead of having any fear, the soldiers have now a psychological feeling of superiority
towards the enemy that was almost mocking!
It can be said that the more shells the enemy fired, the higher the morale of Hamid’s
men!
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Hamid’s enemies, who knew that at this point his army, instead of being killed mostly by
the shelling, was getting braver and braver at the sound of the shelling.
At this time, he, seeing that the shelling had little effect on the anti-slope fortifications,
was also gaining confidence.
While listening to the rumbling of the artillery outside, he lamented in his heart, “If it
weren’t for this anti-slope tactic taught to me by brother Charlie:
I’m afraid that the lives of my several thousand men would have all been accounted for
during the first two rounds of artillery bombardment!”
The movie that Charlie told me to watch is indeed a textbook classic battle. The great
volunteer army was able to achieve the final victory in this battle against the
bombardment of millions of shells not only because they were brave and good at
fighting.”

“It was more because of their superb strategic vision and advanced tactical disposition!”
“When I get through this battle, I’ll dig up all the mountains around here and build a
super fortress that would be as solid as gold!”
At this time, the shelling of the government troops continued.
They carried tens of thousands of shells this time. With more than thirty guns, it was not
a problem to fire hundreds of rounds.
Moreover, their infantry was still advancing, so during this time, the artillery shelling
continued at intervals of one round every three minutes.
After twenty rounds of shelling, most of the bases in the valley had been razed to the
ground. Only a few houses were left standing intact and alone.
Some soldiers, carefully came to the entrance of the pit to observe the damage of the
base.
After discovering that the base had been razed to the ground, many of them had red
eyes, clenched their fists, clenched their teeth, and their hearts were full of hatred.
Maybe to Zynn, that shabby little yard was a nightmare, a hell, but to these soldiers,
those little yards, those houses, were their homes.
And now, their homes were blown away by the enemy!
Just as many soldiers were angrily trying to avenge the loss, a new round of shelling
came!
This time, the shells did not fall into the almost flattened base again, but landed directly
on the periphery of the mountain on the south side of the base, which is the positive
slope of the mountain.
Because, in the conventional perception of the other side, they felt that most of Hamid’s
soldiers, food and ammunition, and other supplies, must be placed inside the base, so
the shelling in front for such a long time was to completely destroy their base as well as
supplies and equipment.

And they also knew clearly that the main defense force of this man’s base must be
concentrated on the positive slope of the mountain. Therefore, after they destroyed the
base, they began to destroy the defensive positions.
They thought that as long as they used strong firepower to destroy all his defensive
forces on the positive slope, the tanks and infantry would be able to drive straight in!
In this way, basically, the infantry would only need to come over and sweep the tail and
the fight would be basically over.
However, what they did not know was that Hamid’s arms, and those other arms of the
same type, had been extremely different.
Before knowing Charlie. Hamid’s base fortification, was to dig some foxholes on the
positive slope of the mountain, and then use stones to build a firing stack, and then use
hay on top to make a top for concealment.
This kind of fortification is very simple, if in high places to deal with the enemy infantry
charge, to deal with infantry AK47 bullets without problems, and indeed has a very big
advantage.
However, if the other side played fire suppression, the use of mortars or RPG, this
foxhole is basically the same as the paper, is simply the best grave of soldiers.
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Now the government troops are intensively bombing the positive slope, also in order to
quickly dismantle Hamid’s defense force.
But. They never dreamed that he had just made a complete and utter transformation of
the frontal fortifications.
Now the permanent fortifications, which were carved out of the rocky mountain body,
and at the same time made multi-layer anchoring and reinforcement with reinforced
concrete inside, the construction process was as strong as the tunnel.
With the power of their towed artillery fire, the possibility of blowing up such a
fortification was almost nil.

Unless the use of high-end heavy drilling bombs. Only then would it be possible to blow
up the fortifications.
But this kind of high precision weapons, only the UN’s P5 countries can master, Syria’s
overall firepower level, at best, is the level of the 1960s and 1970s, it is impossible to get
this kind of equipment for them.
Moreover, even if they had such equipment, they would not be able to cause direct
damage to Hamid’s forces.
Because, right now, in his frontal fortifications, there was not a single soldier.
Hamid resolutely carried out Charlie’s instructions, since the other side was playing with
infantry and artillery synergy.
When the artillery stopped and the infantry started to initiate the charge, then the
troops will be mobilized to play defense.
And the soldiers at this moment when the enemy artillery shells hit dozens of rounds,
Hamid’s side is not even a wounded.
While the opposing artillery was bombarded, the infantry advanced rapidly toward the
base. After an hour or so, more than 5,000 troops were close at hand and stopped at the
base of the hill, about two kilometers from the entrance to the base.
At this point, another round of bombardment began!
The entire positive slope of the mountain had been bombed to blackness. The small hill
was soon full of devastation.
This was the last round of shelling before the infantry charge. Once the infantry started
to initiate the charge, the shelling had to stop, otherwise, a large area of shelling could
easily injure its own men.
However, the commander of the other side did not know what was going on inside the
mountain.

Based on his past experience, he concluded that Hamid’s forces must have been
severely reduced in strength by now, and that the defenses must have been mostly
destroyed, so he immediately ordered the infantry to launch a charge under the cover of
armored vehicles!
Hamid’s base was already easy to defend and difficult to attack, and once the north and
south entrances were artificially cut off, there was no way for any personnel or vehicles
to enter.
So the armored vehicles could not charge in directly, and the only thing they could do
was to cover the infantry’s charge to the heights while providing close machine gun and
artillery support.
Hamid watched the opposing armored vehicles roar closer and closer from within the
permanent fortifications on the front.
Followed by thousands of bowed soldiers, the soldiers relied on the cover of the
armored vehicles and advanced unharmed to the foot of the hill, followed by another
round of artillery fire from the opposing artillery, which fired a new round of shelling on
the front slope of the heights.
This round of shelling lasted a total of twenty minutes, and after twenty minutes, the
shelling just stopped. Thousands of soldiers rushed out from behind the armored
vehicles, shouting and rushing all the way to the heights.
In the eyes of the opposing commanders, as long as they took the frontal heights, they
would have taken the entire Hamid’s base.
In traditional ground attack tactics, the significance of the high ground is very
significant, as long as in a local war to take the high ground, it is the same as taking the
initiative of the war in this area.
It is the same as the formation of a strong fire deterrent around, and the high ground
itself is easy to defend difficult to attack, five hundred people stationed on the high
ground, five thousand people may not be able to fight down the charge.
When defending, the side occupying the high ground is at great advantage, while the
enemy attacking from the lower ground has difficulty.

When attacking, the side occupying the high ground launched a charge to break
through, while the enemy defending from the lower ground was almost defenseless,
even retreating is very difficult because the whole back would be exposed to the other
side.
So the opposing commander felt that no matter how many troops Hamid is left with
now, if he took the high ground and then launched a charge from it to the inner base,
he could settle the battle once and for all in a short time!
As thousands of soldiers swarmed up, Hamid’s soldiers immediately began to enter the
permanent fortifications on the front slope from the reverse slope pit.
After the thousands of opposing soldiers had also fully entered the firing range of
Hamid’s permanent fortifications, he suddenly ordered by radio, “Fire!”
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Originally, the attacking soldiers found no resistance to their charge and thought that
the enemy had already been crippled by the rounds of artillery bombardment and could
not possibly launch effective resistance.
Therefore, they all relaxed their vigilance, thinking that they would rush up with a single
blow, and then finish Hamid’s nest with a single charge.
But who would have thought that just when they thought they would win this battle, a
large number of machine gun tongues suddenly erupted from the rocky crevices of the
high ground!
The ubiquitous sound of gunfire quickly covered the entire hill, and the soldiers in the
front fell down like rows and rows of wheat.
The soldiers in the back were all blinded!
They hastily raised their guns and tried to return fire, but where could they see half of
the enemy’s shadow!

The only thing they could see was the tongues of fire coming out of the rocks, and every
time they saw the fire coming out, a group of people would be hit and fall to the
ground.
In less than a minute, the attacking side lost at least five or six hundred soldiers.
Some soldiers subconsciously returned fire in the direction of the fire tongues, but their
weapons had no real effect on Hamid’s permanent fortifications.
At this point, the frontline commander shouted for the soldiers to find cover as soon as
possible.
But the most damaging thing was that Hamid had long ago had all the places where
they could hide on the sloping hillside treated, and the former potholes were filled in,
and the former boulders were blasted directly into pieces.
In short, these thousands of people are now on the slope of the hill, simply can not find
any shelter to avoid bullets!
And Hamid’s troops were still inside the permanent fortifications, firing back frantically!
His troops were heavily armed with Russian-made weapons, and each permanent
fortification was equipped with multiple 7.62mm caliber, air-cooled Russian PK generalpurpose machine guns, and a handful of 12.7mm anti-aircraft heavy machine guns.
The former has a fast rate of fire, wide fire coverage, and is very lethal to ordinary
soldiers after multiple angles and multiple machine guns form a crossfire network.
The latter is slow, but the power is huge, basically, is a death giver, more vicious, when
there are many people, this thing’s penetration ability is far beyond the ordinary
machine gun, a shot over, can penetrate the body of several soldiers.
These two weapons together, in this kind of highland battle, the combo is invincible,
plus the enemy simply have no place to hide, so is completely there to be beaten.
The enemy had to charge and had made the mistake of being light on their feet, not
carrying heavy equipment at all, so the firepower alone was a world away from the other
side.

And the greater disparity is that the attacking army is simply unharmed, completely
using their bodies against the bullets.
Unlike Hamid’s soldiers, they were hiding in permanent fortifications built of rock and
concrete, reinforced with steel plates on the front and covered with a layer of soil on the
outside, so the bullets hit them like mosquitoes bite elephants, with no lethality at all.
Their front commander, seeing more and more soldiers fall around him, realized that the
other side had prepared for the attack, so it was impossible to attack so strongly, so he
immediately shouted:
“Retreat! Retreat to the back of the armored vehicles!”
So, the remaining 3,000 to 4,000 soldiers began to flee frantically.
With this retreat, the soldiers who were at the front exposed their backs to the range of
Hamid’s soldiers, so they lost several hundred more men in the retreat.
All soldiers retreated to the back of the armored vehicles, and the front-line
commanders immediately began to count their numbers.
Soon, the attrition was reported from each company. 5,000 men launched a charge, and
1,300 died in one shot.
Among them, there were more than 500 mercenaries from the Cataclysmic Front.
This time, Cataclysmic Front sent ten thousand mercenaries to Syria.
In principle, these people have to obey the command of the Syrian government forces
and cooperate with them in the extermination of anti-government forces.
The Syrian government army split these 10,000 mercenaries, and the 10,000 men were
divided into four equal parts to play with the four divisions of the government army, and
multi-faceted.
And this time, the army that came to crush Hamid included 2,500 mercenaries of the
Cataclysmic Front.

Originally, the officers of the group, like the commanders of the government army, were
somewhat gullible.
They felt that they had already seen the level of the Syrian anti-government forces and
that it would be a breeze to eliminate them.
So they didn’t make enough preparations at all. They only thought that after helping the
government to solve the big problem, they would immediately establish their own
mercenary base in Syria to further strengthen their influence in the Middle East.
But to their surprise, this time they suffered an unprecedented blow because of their
rashness.
More than five hundred fresh lives were thrown directly on the slope of Hamid’s base.

